I.H.S. ART OFFERINGS

All courses are ½ year long and meet every day. Each course is ½ credit.

PHOTOGRAPHY

DRAWING & PAINTING

STUDIO IN GRAPHIC DESIGN

SCULPTURE & MIXED MEDIA

(Senior) PORTFOLIO

STUDIO IN FINE ART
SCULPTURE & MIXED MEDIA A

Sculpture A Common Projects
- Vessel Design
- Soapstone Carving
- Bas Relief
- Clay Construction
- Found object sculpture
- Additive and Subtractive Sculpture Techniques
Once you have passed Sculpture and Mixed Media A you can take:

- Sculpture and Mixed Media B
- Sculpture and Mixed Media C
- Independent Study
SCULPTURE & MIXED MEDIA B

Common Projects:
- Plaster Subtractive Sculpture
- Metamorphosis in Clay
- Realism/Abstraction
- Architectural Sculpture
- Pottery Wheel
Common Projects:
- Project Runway (clothing with recycled materials)
- Teapot Design
- Jewelry Making
Portfolio

Prerequisites include Studio in Fine Art, Drawing and Painting A and B

This course is offered the Fall to Seniors needing credit toward graduation for a major sequence and/or future art majors who need to submit a Portfolio to colleges for admission and scholarship eligibility.
NEW/Revised!!! AP Studio Art

You can choose to create a portfolio in:

AP Studio in Drawing
Or
AP 2-D Design

- **Section 1**: Selected works, **Quality** (5 actual works)

- **Section 2**: Sustained Investigation / **Concentration** (15 digital images that focus on sustained investigation of a visual idea)
Independent Study

• Available once a student has completed a sequence (i.e. Drawing and Painting, Sculpture or Photography)

• Appropriate for students (usually juniors or seniors) who have shown passion for the arts and the ability to work independently and are able to get approval and support from the teacher and art coordinator.

• Students can write their own course objectives and create a series of high quality works based on their particular interests and skills.
Hope to see you soon!